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The right tools are very important to
start a good food art making. I will
tell you the secret of choosing the
best tools for food art making.

How we choose the ingredients is vital
for the end result. 
Some ingredients are getting dry easily. 
The others won't stick too long on the
plate. 

Do we need a real camera to take
picture? Is our phone good enough
for taking picture of our food art? 
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How and which tool will you use to shape,
to cut or even press the ingredients?
What ingredients will you use? 
Which part of the ingredients will you use?

After you choose the design, you grab the
plate and start planning it. 
Tips: 

THE SMALLER, THE BETTER

Small Scissors
Tweezers
Small Knife

Three Important Tools:
1.
2.
3.

Like art and craft, food arts have delicate shape too, such as fingers, eyes,
nose, lips, and many more. Small size tools allow us to create small shape
and add many details.

These three tools are very crucial to
create a good details in food art. Once
we have them, we are good to go. 

We can create most of the shape with
just three tools.

THE TOOLS

DESIGN
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You have the tools & the ingredients.
It's time to make your food art! 

A Simple and easy design will give you a
good start! Practice makes perfect. 

You can check some ideas from my site: 
https://sekarnareswari.com/

Pasta is easy to use when it's still warm & fresh but after few minutes, it will dry. 
Banana, apple and potato are easily get ripen. Put them at the last part.
The weather gives a lot of impacts on how the ingredients look like. The ingredients
will get soften & ripen easily during summer. The ingredients will last longer during
winter but they will get dry easily. 
Spring roll's wrap tastes best when it is fresh.
Tortilla bread is the easiest ingredients to work with. It lasts long & it's easy to shape. 
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THE INGREDIENTS

TIPS

The best Ingredients is the one
from the fridge
Because we will eat it once the food art is
done. No wasted ingredients. Our food art
is our masterpiece dish.

Bread or wraps (tortilla wrap) or pasta or boiled
potatoes for the base
Green Vegetables for the structure like the
branches, the wall, the lines shape.
Colorful Vegetables and Fruits for the decoration
and small shape : eyes, nose, ears, etc.

The best combinations for food art:
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PICTURE TAKING

EDITING TIPS

Our phone is good enough to take a
picture. Tips for getting a good
picture:

I hope you get the information you need to
start a great food art! 

If you want to learn more, join our newsletter
for more articles about food art, information
about workshop schedules, more freebies,
customized food art & many more.

Natural lighting 
Clean surface 
Use table cloth when we don't have a
clean & bright surface
Use white foam or white table cloth
to get a white surface

1.
2.
3.

4.

Make your original picture brighter with the editing tools.
If you are not satisfied with the background, you can erase them with
canva application, microsoft words or another applications. 

YEAY! LET'S DO IT!
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She is the creative head of Sekar Food Art &
Workshop. She is mastering her food art's skill &
coaching in The Netherlands, Philippines &
Indonesia. Her friends describe her as a very
energetic and creative person, her family sees
her as a very expressive and extrovert person.
Food Art & Workshop is her outlet to express her
creativity, to boost her energy and to share her
passion with others. She is currently living in
Zwolle, The Netherlands. 

Think of her workshop like cooking workshop minus the stove and painting
workshop minus the paint brush. 

 
Think of her art like artworks that actually come from any basic ingredients you
have in the fridge or your favorite ingredients. It is your story since the beginning

of the making

If you read this far, Thank you!
I hope this is a beginning of our story together in making a great art-works.
It will be so delightful to be part of your food artwork’s creation.
I’d love to learn more about you, you can simply say hello in instagram or drop me message :
contact@sekarnareswari.com

Yes, I want to subscribe

Who is Sekar?

Happy to know you,
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